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What is marketing?
 Marketing = Promotion?
 Marketing = Advertising?
 Promotion = Advertising?
 Marketing = Communications?
 Marketing = Selling?
 Marketing = ??? what ???

•Action
•Control

What is Marketing?
‘The management process responsible for
identifying,
anticipating
and
satisfying
customer requirements profitably.’
(The Chartered Institute of Marketing)

The business of moving goods or services from
the producer to the consumer.

WHAT IS MARKETING?
Identify
needs and
wants

Develop products to satisfy
consumer requirements

MARKETING PLANNING
Have market and product knowledge
Know well what your competitors are doing
In communication material be real, be
authentic, be yourself

Provide value and quality
to guarantee satisfaction

Build an excellent
relationship with
distributors,
retailers and
(business) buyers
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Marketing Planning

Planning or not planning?

Marketing Planning is a process of strategically
analysing environmental, competitive and business
factors affecting business units and forecasting future
trends in marketing areas of interest to the enterprise.
Participating in setting marketing objectives and
formulating marketing strategy and tactics. This
should be followed by developing, implementing
and managing the overall program to allow the
achievement of the pre-set objectives and satisfy
target market needs.

Why not plan?

It is recognized that planning is rare or nonexistent in the many companies. In practice,
these companies tend to orientate towards shortterm operational rather than long-term planning
and strategic issues, and decision-making tends to
be reactive rather than proactive.
Further, those companies that claim to plan, plans
are frequently ad hoc and intuitive rather than
formally written, and provide little basis upon
which business performance can be measured or
analysed.

Why plan?

Lack of time
Not perceived to be very important / uselful
Lack of specialised expertise
Inadequate knowledge of the planning processes
Reluctance to share strategic plans with employees
Environmental uncertainty or turbulence
Takes time
Costs money

Marketing Planning
Enables you to establish who you are, where
you want to be and how to get there.
Provides a focus on the key issues that
matter for your business.
Identifies what needs to be done to achieve
your aims and by whom.
Allows you to benchmark against which to
monitor your progress and take corrective
action when and if needed.
Involves, informs and motivates employees.

If you fail to plan, you are
planning to fail

Most frequently cited problems arising
from a lack of marketing planning
Changing marketing environment and trends are
not considered
2. Losing opportunities for profit
3. Market threads are not considered
4. Setting unrealistic objectives
5. Creating management frustration
6. Wasted promotional expenditure
7. Over time, losing control over the business
1.
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Marketing Planning- Vi.Mi.S.O.S.T.A.C.

Influences upon strategic planning
Banks/sources of finance

The local community

Customers

Suppliers and
Distributors

Organisation

Competitors
Managers

Society at large

Vi

Vision/όραμα – what is the desired future, principal goals and

Mi

Mission/αποστολή – what are the core corporate values? Company’s
existence and way of conducting its affairs for the benefit of all
stakeholders.

S

Situation Analysis - where are we now?

O

Objectives - where do we want to go?

S

Strategy - how do we get there - broad direction?

T

Tactics - how do we get there - details of strategies (individual

A

Action - putting the plan to work - what are the specific actions required

C

Control - how do we know we have arrived?- measurement,
monitoring, reviewing, updating and modifying.

Employees

Figure: a stakeholders map

direction of our organisation?

tactical tools)?

for each individual tactical step?

3M’s
M

Men/women (Human Resource).
People’s expertise and their ability to do different
jobs.

M

Minutes means time.
What are the time scales, schedules or
deadlines? Is there enough time?

M

Money means budgets.
Have we got the money?
How much will it cost?

Situation Analysis

Environmental Analysis/Audit-Where are we?

Situation Analysis

Situation Analysis

Internal Analysis
Situation Analysis: Where are we now?
Involves analysis which includes a company’s past
performance in terms of its marketing results, strengths
and weaknesses (internal analysis) and analysis of a
company’s environment, in terms of opportunities and
threats (external analysis).

•Sales
•Market share
•Profitability
•Performance
•Product
•Price
•Place
•Promotion
•People
•Physical evidence
•Process management

External Analysis
STEP ONE (Micro)
•Structure of the
industry & Stakeholders
•Trends of the market
•Economics (Micro)
• Power forces (Porters’
Five Forces)

S.W.

STEP TWO
(Mactoenvir.)
(PEST)
•Social
•Technical
•Economical
(Macro)
•Political

O.T.
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OBJECTIVES
Objectives – where do we want
to go?

Objectives

Marketing Objectives Criteria
Objectives represent a statement of what the
organisation is trying to achieve.

STRATEGY

Objectives should be S.M.A.R.T.
 Specific
 Measurable
 Achievable
 Realistic
 Time related

The Boston Consulting Group’s
Growth-Share Matrix

Marketing strategies are the means by which
objectives will be achieved.
Strategy is a decision which will affect all the subsequent
tactical details.

Market Growth Rate

Marketing Strategy

Stars

4

High

5

Question marks

3

? 2?

1

Dogs

Cash cow

8
Low

6

7
High

Low

Relative Market Share
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Three Intensive Growth Strategies: Ansoff’s
Product/Market Expansion Grid
Existing
products

New
products

1. Market
penetration

Existing
markets

3. Product
development

Effectiveness and Efficiency
 Effective - doing the right thing?

Having the desired effect. Producing the
intended result.
 Efficient - doing things right?

Able to work well and without wasting time or
resources
New
markets

2. Market
development 4. Diversification

** Are you doing the right thing (effective)
the right way (efficient)? **

Push Versus Pull Strategy
Producer

Marketing
activities Intermediaries
Demand

Marketing
activities

End users

Push Strategy

Marketing activities
Demand Intermediaries

Producer

Demand

End users

Marketing
Mix-Tactics

Pull Strategy

Marketing Segmentation Bases for
Segmenting Consumer Markets

Positioning and re-positioning
High quality

Geographic
Nations, counties,
areas, regions or cities

2.

Demographic

A

H
B

Low price

Age, gender, religion, race,
family size, and life cycle,
income, nationality, occupation

Psychographic

High price

1
A

XYZ

M

Social class, lifestyle, or
personality

Behavioral

Low quality

Occasions, benefits
sought, user status,
usage rate, brand loyalty
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Generic Strategies- Michael Porter
Competitive Advantage
Lower
Cost
Broad Target

Differentiation

1. Cost Leadership

2. Differentiation

3A. Cost Focus

3B. Differentiation
Focus

Tactics

Competitive
Scope
Narrow Target

Tactics
Tactics follow on from strategies (details for strategy) and
represent the detailed and day-to-day dimensions of the
strategic plan.
Marketing mix is defined as the set of controllable tactical
marketing tools that the firm blends to produce the response it
wants in the target market.

Action

Strategy is a decision which will affect all the subsequent
tactical details. Tactics are driven by strategy.
TACTICS ARE THE 7p’s
Product, Price, Place, Promotion, People, Physical evidence,
Process management

Time table
Action / Implementation
Marketing planning become specific action programmes
that answer the following questions: What will be done?
When will it be done? Who is responsible for doing it?
How much will it cost (budgets)?
The action plan shows when activities will start, be
reviewed and completed.
Implementation includes project management, schedules
and deadlines, meetings and memos, phone calls, chasing
people, careful preparation, constant checking and
attention to vast volumes of details.
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Media Plan

Control

Control

Marketing Planning- Vi.Mi.S.O.S.T.A.C.

Controlling involves: measurement, monitoring,
reviewing, updating and modifying.
How do we know we have arrived? What exactly has
the campaign achieved and to what extent have the
objectives been met?
This will allow us to monitor and review our strategic
marketing plan and direct possible methods of
modification and updating.

Vi

Vision/όραμα

Mi

Mission/αποστολή

S

Situation Analysis

O

Objectives

S

Strategy

T

Tactics

A

Action

C

Control

Questions?

THANK YOU
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